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The Rangers, built to defend the Regency, destroyed it, sending galactic civilization back to the pre
interstellar age.A thousand years later, a group of civilians stumble across the wreck of one, buried
under tonnes of rock. It's intact, still on, and the malevolent, insane AI it holds is still alive.Only this
AI is like no other, and when the planet is threatened by dangerous space pirates, it offers the
frightened populace a deal,Free it from it's hell, let it roam the stars again, and this demon will serve
them....
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Just started reading this series and I have to say I liked this first book. I enjoyed the authors
interpretation of an AI and the plots that are interwoven. I enjoyed it enough that I bought book 2

It's a warship designed to be judge jury etc just like the Texas rangers. The story has a bit of appeal
which is why it gets a three rather than a two. The grammar seems that of a non English speaking
person, but the errors can't be identified as to any common type of error. There are places where
present tense is used where a past or a perfect tense would be used by an English speaker. At the

same time there are the usual errors adopted by the present crop of writers (try and rather than try
to) (if I was rather than if I were) (like I would rather than like me or as I would). Outrageously wrong
words such as wrecked rather than wreaked. There is no science other than bad science (How big
an arc does it take a space ship to reverse course?) If you don't mind going brain dead as you read
this novel, it can be enjoyable.

I do not often read whole book at on setting, I found Last Ranger like a pair of racing gloves you put
on just before driving onto a road course. You kind of know the track, feel where the surprise might
happen, not to sure where the twist wi ll become foreign. GREAT plot line! Good foundation of
characters, very fast paced. Looking for next book. Lots of options.Just a entertaining kick ### story
growing balance. ENJOY

I thought that this is a great book as far short stories go. loved the characters and the story line. I'll
definitely be reading more from this series as the books come out

Definitely not a boring read . This was a good read full of action and the storyline was well written. I
will be reading more of the books written by this writer. This book was about a long lost special type
of war ship that was pretty much undefeated except in rumors of long lost relative's and long dead
friends. I think this series is just getting started.

This book started out like a youth story a I almost put it down. However, I'm glad I didn't. I decided
shortly there was a good story coming and I was right. Normal good versus evil with many twists
and turns and human interactions. There are a large number of characters or such a short book. I
hope there are more books so we can find out about them also. The concept of a human based AI
is very intriguing and served as the principal foundation for story development. Evil and deception
raise their heads at e very turn to thwart the white knight AI. Fast paced and way read. I hope you
enjoy it much as I did.

Started fairly well moved a long steady pace than I thought it everything got wrapped up and ended
even that was cut short like the author stopped writing and ended the story, I was hoping for more

For a first novel this is great. Augmented artificial intelligence by the use of human tissue is a
concept new to me. Perhaps dyed in the wool Sci-Fi addicts will be aware of this concept but not

me.
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